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EMIR-Cloud

Your entire working computer 

environment delivered to 

your desktop, wherever and 

whenever you need it:

for you in a secure data centre without the worries 

of backing up information, virus protection or the 

fear of running out of space.

The Technology behind 

the EMIR-Cloud

where you store information. In essence, it’s a computer server 

that no longer resides in your premises, but in a secure data 

centre on the backbone of the internet.

information. It is protected and because you no longer have a 

to worry about server maintenance, virus protection, backing up 

your data, email storage, hard disk or memory space, or even the 

The Cloud is reliable

The Cloud is a complete and secure hosted solution

Specifically, what’s the 

EMIR-Cloud?

 

company and any other application which helps you do business. 

These may include three dimensional drawing programs, 

the choice is yours.

The most important thing to remember is your data is safe. 

Whether it’s a series of complex drawings, a lifetime’s history of 

information is also replicated to another secure environment. 

How do I use the software?

computer, simply enter the correct password and you can work 

in the same way that you always have. Your local printers in the 

where the old server used to be housed.

•  Fancy working from home?

•  Process an order or quote in front of a customer?

•  Want to check information about a customer’s installation 

when you are called out in the middle of the night?

•  Want your external sales and service people to be  

better informed?

like. You can choose who sees what and instantly reduce the 

sheer amount of paperwork your business creates.

Three clear reasons to choose 

EMIR-Cloud:

1.  The Best Software for your Business

A solution that is tailored to your needs in terms of supplying 

sales invoicing, whatever you decide.

2.  Always Up-to-date and No-hassle

You never have to worry about virus & malware protection, 

server patched. All of this is taken care of. Every computer 

backup and virus protection is automatically updated.

3.  No Up-front Hardware or Software Costs

allowing you to spread the payments across the year, whilst 

with a comprehensive on-site and on-line training programme 

savings are guaranteed.

           The transition to EMIR-Cloud allowed 

Hidrostal to move from our own on-site 

servers supported externally to a fully 

hosted IT solution in a matter of days. 

With over 35 employees using EMIR 

Professional, Microsoft Office and Email, 

it was important that the business did not 

suffer during the transfer. I’m pleased to 

say the move was seamless.

Mr Neil Langdown, Managing Director,  

Hidrostal, Berkshire
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